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What can the teacher do with the results?
The teacher just has to click the Word Seed button and the suggested 
names of the story’s setting can be pasted on the flipchart. Many 
opportunities then arise for discussing which names to use. You can also 
list the results by name, so you can see who gave which response.

To ask this question:

Encourage creativity

Text 

With Activexpression, every student can contribute their ideas. Whereas 
previously, a few extrovert students would put up their hands to offer 
ideas, now all students can send their ideas. This flipchart shows one 
good use of this. Ask students to decide what gadgets they will use in the 
story. All answers can be displayed, encouraging students’ creativity and 
letting them share all the best ideas.
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Fun and understanding

Text

You can quickly check how much your students have learned using 
questions such as the one shown here. Events are dragged from behind 
the picture and students are asked to text the month and year when they 
think the event took place. This element of fun means even students who 
don’t know the answer can be encouraged to guess, helping them to 
understand the subject.

To ask this question:
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A mixture of learning styles

Text 

The examples here mix kinaesthetic and aural learning styles with a 
text vote. Students can answer a question while listening to music or a 
speech. They can send the outcome of an experiment to the board so 
that all students can see all results.

To ask these questions:

What can the teacher do with the results?
We have used the Fingal’s Cave question here. Click the Word Seed 
button to paste the instruments identified on the display. Students can 
vote again to name the remaining missing instruments. Many follow-on 
exercises can then be done: sort the instruments into sections of the 
orchestra; put the instruments in the order in which they first appear in 
Fingal’s Cave.


